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CEDAW and the New U.N. Gender Office: 
The U.S. Can Do Better

Grace S. Melton

The 54th session of the Commission on the Sta-
tus of Women (CSW) concluded last month at the
United Nations, with even more feminist fanfare
than in recent years. The CSW is a functional body
that meets annually to discuss and review the situa-
tion of women and girls worldwide. This year the
CSW commemorated the 15th anniversary of the
Fourth World Conference on Women, held in
Beijing in 1995, at which then-First Lady Hillary
Clinton led the U.S. delegation, and popularized the
now familiar refrain, “Human rights are women’s
rights, and women’s rights are human rights.” Now
as Secretary of State, Clinton addressed the CSW
meeting as it concluded, pledging broad support for
its agenda. 

Unfortunately, much of the agenda and activities
that comprise the CSW are at best a distraction from
the real threats to women’s human rights and at
worst antithetical to the values and needs of women
worldwide. To better elevate the status of women
and girls, especially in places where they are most
vulnerable, the U.S. should reject much of the CSW
agenda and instead reinvigorate its efforts to pro-
mote and defend the universally accepted human
rights of women and men around the world. 

Feminist Forum. The official agenda for this
year’s meeting, referred to as Beijing +15, was to
review the implementation of the Beijing Declaration
and Platform for Action—the expansive documenta-
tion of women’s rights and related government
responsibilities adopted at the 1995 conference—at
the country level and share experiences and best
practices among country delegations.1 

At the outset of this year’s meeting, the CSW
passed a resolution reaffirming the Beijing Declara-
tion and Platform for Action, welcoming the world’s
progress toward gender equality and women’s
empowerment, emphasizing the importance of inte-
grating a gender perspective in efforts to achieve the
U.N.’s lofty “Millennium Development Goals”2 by
2015, highlighting the importance of the Conven-
tion on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina-
tion against Women (CEDAW), and calling upon all
U.N. entities, international organizations, and civil
society to fully implement gender equality.3 This
expansive declaration will be sent to the U.N. Gen-
eral Assembly for its endorsement. 

The annual CSW meeting has consistently been a
major forum for feminist groups from around the
world to lobby on behalf of their particular issues,
most frequently increased access to and funding for
family planning and abortion—often referred to as
“reproductive rights and services”—and greater
attention to sexual identity and orientation. This
year was no different, with upwards of 6,000 repre-
sentatives of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs) attending the two-week conference, host-
ing side events on a variety of subjects such as Inter-
national Planned Parenthood Federation’s event on
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“Young Women and Abortion,” and “Homophobia
within the Educational System” sponsored by the
International Lesbian and Gay Association.123 

U.N. Super-Agency for Women. Many of the
NGOs and activists attending CSW have long clam-
ored for a new U.N. gender equality entity, recently
uniting in their demands under the Gender Equality
Architecture Reform (GEAR) Campaign.4 This pro-
posed new agency would subsume the four U.N.
entities that currently specialize in gender issues5

and be led by an Under-Secretary-General who
would participate in all U.N. decision-making bod-
ies and bring an increased focus on gender equality
to all U.N. undertakings. 

During the CSW meetings, several member
states, including the U.S. under the Obama Admin-
istration,6 pledged support—financial or rhetori-
cal—for the new gender entity. In remarks at the
commemorative event for Beijing +15, U.S. delegate
Meryl Frank declared, “The sooner the unified
gender entity is up and running, the sooner all
countries will benefit.”7 

This new gender entity is projected to have an
annual budget of at least $500 million (NGO advo-
cates had been pushing for a budget of $1 billion8),
of which the U.S. would likely be responsible for
paying 22 percent, as it does with the U.N. regular

budget. In addition to the concern that such a hefty
price tag should raise, the need for such an agency is
unclear, as Heritage Foundation expert Brett
Schaefer explains:

Although consolidating three institutions
addressing the same broad issue to remove
overlap, reduce unnecessary costs, and
enhance accountability does make sense, it is
unclear why this consolidated entity must be
“enhanced” and elevated within the U.N. sys-
tem. Gender inequity is certainly rampant
among many U.N. member states, particu-
larly those in the Middle East that deny
women the right to vote or participate in
society with the same privileges as men.
However, the U.N. is [already] dedicated to
“promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights and for fundamental freedoms
for all without distinction as to race, sex, lan-
guage, or religion.…” Gender equity should
be a goal of the United Nations, but it would
be better handled within the context of exist-
ing human rights institutions rather than as
a new stand-alone organization that would
actually work against mainstreaming the
issue within the U.N. system.9

Praising CEDAW. Another perennial compo-
nent of the CSW meetings is CEDAW.10 Supporters
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point to the full implementation of CEDAW—
which the U.S. has not ratified—as the single great-
est step toward achieving gender equality. 

In previous years, CSW delegations from the
U.S. have made the case that the U.S. Constitution
is a far better guardian of the rights of American
women than any international treaty could ever be.
They have pointed to the long list of policies and aid
programs that the U.S. has undertaken to improve
the status and rights of women around the world.
Furthermore, under previous Administrations the
U.S. delegates have pointed out that many of the
signatories to CEDAW have deplorable human
rights records, and these countries have not
advanced women’s human rights any faster after
joining the convention. 

Now, however, the Obama Administration has
(albeit somewhat cautiously) jumped on the
CEDAW bandwagon. Ambassador Susan Rice, U.S.
Permanent Representative to the U.N., pronounced,
“The Obama Administration strongly supports this
landmark treaty, and is committed to United States
ratification.”11 To great applause at CSW, Secretary 

Clinton promised, “The Obama Administration will 

continue to work for the ratification of CEDAW…
because we believe it is past time, to take this step
for women in our country and in all countries.”12

Resist the Radical Feminists. Since 1980, no
U.S. Senate has found a compelling case to ratify
CEDAW, and every U.S. Administration since Pres-
ident Carter’s has declined to submit it to the Sen-
ate—and with good reason: Becoming a party to
CEDAW would mean ceding authority to an
unelected committee comprised of foreign gender
“experts” and would do nothing to advance the
rights of American women. 

The U.S. can be proud of its record in upholding
human rights for men, women, and children at
home and worldwide and its work to protect the
rights of women in particular wherever they are
threatened. Congress should withhold U.S. funds
for the new U.N. gender agency, whose stated mis-
sion would more appropriately be addressed by
U.N. human rights institutions.

—Grace S. Melton is Associate for Social Issues at
the United Nations in the Richard and Helen DeVos
Center for Religion and Civil Society at The Heritage
Foundation.
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